About FDSI Logistics
Since 1985, FDSI Logistics (www.fdsi.com) has collaborated with businesses of all sizes and across many
different industries working as a third party logistics partner. We provide personalized services and build longterm relationships that help position our partners for success.
Advances in technology, the formation of new alliances, and innovations in transportation and distribution have
created dynamic opportunities for all concerned with logistics. FDSI is proud to help our partners find a better
way to get it done.
Managing more than $1 billion in transportation through an acquisition by Cardinal Health, FDSI dispatches
over 160,000 parcels, 50,000 loads and manages over 35,000 FEUs (40-foot equivalent units) annually.
Whether you are shipping an item across town or across the country, with our customized services and
proprietary technology, FDSI can meet your specific logistics needs to save you time, manpower, and costs.
Industries FDSI Logistics supports
FDSI has experience across a broad range of industries. For over 30 years we’ve worked inbound projects for
most of the top hotel brands across the country. We also have extensive experience moving large, oddshaped freight, including, machinery, tractors, forklifts, generators and the like. Over the years, we have
provided inbound freight services for dozens gas and utilities companies.
These are a sample of the industries we are curently working with and helping our customers control their
freight is a speciality of FDSI Logistics. We can help reduce your costs, provide you with visibility, and add
value your supply chain.
Advantages for PCA Members in working with FDSI Logisics
FDSI is a Cardinal Health company, which ranks #14 on the Fortune 500. As one of the largest dispatchers of
parcel shippers globally, we understand the importance of overnight shipping. With FDSI, you have local
representation right here in Phoenix, but you also have the buying power of large company. And with every
dollar you spend with FDSI, a percentage goes back to PCA!
Getting started is easy!
For more information or to get started, call T'Shaka Jackson at (602) 573-1549 or email him at
tshaka.jackson@cardinalhealth.com.
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